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En la tierra del ciego, el tuerco es rey: Problems with Current.
AALL Provides access to a wide range of English legal terminology and other resources. Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese, Spanish. In addition to complete terms, this site provides a separate glossary of legal abbreviations. Another good site for Latin American legislative documents.
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Latin American Legal Abbreviations: A Comprehensive Spanish. The Mexican Legal System - Francisco Avalos - Google Books
Sources for legal abbreviations are listed at the bottom of this page. Note also that not every American law journal is included. U.K., Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Kenya, Netherlands, Israel, Korea.


Latin American Legal Abbreviations: A Comprehensive Spanish/Portuguese Dictionary with English Translations by Avalos, Francisco Torres, Arturo L. Reach Us Digital Law Conference
He is the author, with Arturo L. Torres, of Latin American Legal Abbreviations: A Comprehensive Spanish/Portuguese Dictionary with English Translations.